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I l l

ABSTRACT

A car-like indoor mobile robot is a kinematically constrained robot that can be 

modeled as a 2D object translating and rotating in the horizontal plane among well- 

defined obstacles. The kinematic constraints impose that the linear velocity of the 

robot is along its main axis (no sideways motion is possible) and restrict the range of 

admissible values for the steering angle. The goal of this study is to combine neural 

network techniques and motion planning algorithms to create a new methodology for 

coordinating the motion of multiple car-like robots avoiding collision with polygonal 

obstacles in a work environment. An incremental technique is used to develop this 

methodology. First, a strategy for planning the path of a point robot moving in 

the presence of obstacles is constructed. Second, this strategy is adapted to path 

planning for a polygonal robot. Third, holonomic and non-holonomic constraints 

are imposed on the robot and the method is further refined. Finally, a plan for the 

coordinated motion of multiple car-like robots is devised through use of the concept 

of coordination space.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. BACKGROUND

Robot motion planning - the central theme of this study - is one of the most 

important areas of research today. It is loosely stated as follows: How can a robot 

decide what motions to perform in order to achieve the desired final arrangements 

of physical objects given their initial arrangements? The problem of planning the 

path of a robot around obstacles has been studied over the past 30 years. Making 

progress toward autonomous robots is of major practical interest in a wide variety of 

application domains including manufacturing, construction and space exploration, to 

name a few.

For example, an automatic motion planner in a factory setting wall enable human 

operators to control the motion of robots through task-level descriptions instead of 

specifying each motion individually. This not only makes their job significantly less 

tedious but also increases efficiency by eliminating human errors and the need to 

pay attention to mundane tasks, and increasing the safety of operation. The need 

for collision avoidance and efficient motion, thus, leads to the problem of motion 

planning.

Motion planning, at first sight appears simple, since human beings do it with

out much effort in their everyday lives. However, simple tasks like pick-and-place 

operations, moving inside a building avoiding contact with obstacles or assembling a 

device prove difficult to automate using a computer-driven robot. In fact, a plethora 

of non-trivial mathematical techniques and algorithms is needed to build a robust 

and reliable motion planner.

Until recently, robots were primarily employed to carry out programmed, repe

titious tasks owing to limitations in computing hardware and problem solving tech

niques. However, with the rapid advances in semiconductor and computing tech

nologies, it has become feasible to build robots that can function at reasonably high 

speeds. Much research has been done to develop theories and algorithms needed for 

robots to process information about the environment, plan their collision-free motions 

and execute the plan.
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The basic motion planning problem can be described in more detail as follows: 

Let A be a single robot modeled as a rigid object, moving in an Euclidean space 

W, called workspace, represented as , with N = 2 or 3. Let B\, ..., Bq be fixed 

rigid objects distributed in W. The Bi s are called obstacles. Assume that both 

the geometry of A, Bx, ..., Bq and the locations of the Bi s in W are accurately- 

known. Assume further that no kinematic constraints limit the motion of A, i.e., A 

is a free-flying object. Given an initial position and orientation and a goal position 

and orientation of A in W, the problem is then to generate a path r  specifying a 

continuous sequence of positions and orientations of A avoiding contact with the 5 j ’s, 

starting at the initial position and orientation, and terminating at the goal position 

and orientation. If no such path exists, then failure must be reported.

There exists a large number of methods for solving the basic motion planning 

problem. Not all of them solve the problem in its full generality, however. For 

instance, some methods require the workspace to be two-dimensional and the objects 

to be polygonal. Despite many external differences, the methods are based on a few 

different general approaches: road-map, cell decomposition, and potential field.

The road-map and cell decomposition methods [1] reduce the problem of finding 

a continuous free path to that of searching a graph (for example, the visibility graph, 

the Voronoi diagram, the connectivity graph) by first analyzing the connectivity of 

the free space. In comparison to the above methods, potential field methods can be 

very powerful and efficient. However, they have a major drawback. Since, they are 

essentially gradient descent optimization methods, they can get trapped into local 

minima of the potential function other than the goal configuration. One solution to 

this problem is to design potential functions that have no other local minima other 

than the goal configuration.

The realization that such artificial potential fields (APFs) for path planning can 

be developed by parallel distributed means has prompted numerous research efforts 

in applying neural networks to the problem of generating these fields. Several neural 

network paradigms capable of exhibiting behavior useful to the generation of APFs 

have been developed, such as the feed-forward neural network, the oscillatory neural 

field and the wave expansion neural network.
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In the basic problem it was assumed that the obstacles were fixed, that there 

was a single robot, and tha t this robot was made of a single rigid object. However, in 

practice, this is generally not the case. It is difficult to reduce the real-world motion 

planning problem to the basic problem, solve this, and adapt the solution to match 

the criteria of the real-world problem. Therefore, two im portant extensions to the 

basic problem are introduced.

One category of extensions is th a t of multiple moving objects. In this category, 

one extension consists of including moving obstacles in the workspace. The second 

one allows multiple robots to operate in the same workspace, each being a potential 

obstacle to others. These extensions require the time element to be considered in the 

motion plans. The third extension considers articulated robots, which are made of 

several rigid objects connected by joints.

Kinematic constraints constitute another category of extensions. In the ba

sic problem it was assumed that the robot was a free-flving object, i.e., the only 

constraints on its motion were due to  the obstacles. Holonomic and non-holonomic 

constraints fall in this category. Although holonomic constraints affect the definition 

of the robot’s configuration space, they do not raise new fundamental issues. For ex

ample, constraining a polygonal object to pure translatory motion in a plane without 

rotation is a holonomic constraint. This reduces the dimension of the configuration 

space from three to two but the solution approach remains the same. Restricting an 

object to execute car-like motions, i.e., not allowing sideways movement and lower- 

bounding the turning radius is one example of a non-holonomic constraint. Such 

constraints impose restrictions on the geometry of the feasible free paths between two 

configurations and are therefore harder to deal with.

The problem addressed in this thesis falls in the category of planning the motion 

of multiple robots with non-holonomic constraints. The contribution of this study is 

the use of the wave expansion neural network as the paradigm for achieving the 

motion plan starting from the representation of the workspace to  the generation 

of coordinated paths for multiple car-like robots. The computer simulation of this
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model takes the initial and goal arrangements of the car-like robots as its inputs and 

generates collision-free paths as its outputs.

1.2. OBJECTIVES

The goal of this study is to compute coordinated paths for multiple car-like 

robots which avoid polygonal obstacles in a work environment using the wave expan

sion neural network. The neural network is used to develop artificial potential fields 

over a discretized representation of the moving object’s environment and the steep

est descent technique is employed to compute collision-free paths from these fields. 

The holonomic paths thus generated are transformed into non-holonomic paths using 

Reeds and Shepp curves. The methodology is extended to solve the multi-robot path 

planning problem using coordination space techniques.

1.3. ORGANIZATION

A brief description of the sections in this thesis is presented next. Section 2 

presents a summary of past studies. This section is divided into two sub-sections; the 

first sub-section discusses literature landmarks in motion planning, and the second 

sub-section presents research done in the use of neural network methodologies in path 

planning.

Section 3 discusses in detail the structure and dynamics of the wave expansion 

neural network (WENN). This section is divided into three sub-sections; the first sub

section discusses the neural network architecture, the second deals with the equations 

governing the WENN and its dynamics, and the third sub-section explains the use of 

the WENN in path planning.

Section 4 describes the various motion planning techniques and algorithms used 

in this study. Computer simulations along with a discussion on the performance of 

the WENN are presented in Section 5. Section 6 includes some concluding remarks 

and recommendations for future work.
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2. PREVIOUS RESEARCH

2.1. LITERATURE LANDMARKS IN MOTION PLANNING

Motion planning is an important area in robotic research. Consequently, over 

the past 30 years, much work has been done in this area. Therefore, there is a need 

to survey and catalog previous work. This will enable researchers use these findings 

to make new contributions.

A short historical account of the development of the motion planning field over 

the past several decades is given by Latombe [1], Hwang and Ahuja [2] surveyed the 

work on motion planning, including motion planners for robots modeled as points and 

rigid objects, and manipulators in stationary, time-varying, constrained and movable 

object environments. The general issues in motion planning are explained. Recent 

approaches and their performances are briefly described, and possible future directions 

are discussed.

Udupa [3] introduced the idea of modeling the robot as a point in an appropriate 

space, which was later termed as ’’configuration space” . Lozano-Perez [4] exploited 

this idea in a more systematic fashion, and proposed the first path planning algorithm 

for rotation of robots modeled as polygons and polyhedrons. Their work is considered 

to be the first contribution to ’’exact” motion planning. Later, Lozano-Perez borrowed 

the notion o f ’’configuration space” from the field of mechanics, and popularized it in 

motion planning.

Khatib [5] pioneered the potential field approach. Koditschek [6] introduced the 

notion of a ’’navigation” function, a local minimum-free potential function. Using a 

variant of the potential field approach, Faverjon and Tournassod [7] implemented a 

practical system which is able to plan the motions of a manipulator arm with eight 

joints maneuvering around vertical pipes. Barraquand and Latombe [8] combined a 

potential field method with random search techniques to escape from local minima 

and implemented a planner for generating free paths for robots with many degrees of 

freedom.
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Laumond [9,10] considered the problem of planning free paths for non-holonomic 

car-like mobile robots. By introducing simple backup maneuvers, he presented the in

teresting result that a free path for a free-flying robot in a two-dimensional workspace 

can always be transformed into a free path for a non-holonomic car-like robot having 

the same geometry and moving in the same workspace.

2.2. PATH PLANNING USING NEURAL NETWORKS

Neural networks have been applied in the field of robotics, especially in the 

control of the dynamic movement. Another important area is path planning. The 

path planning methodologies could be classified according to their scope, i.e., global 

or local. Global methods use all the information about the environment to develop 

a concise representation of the connectivity of the free space which is then processed 

to find a globally optimal path. Global methods are further classified according to 

their completeness as exact or heuristic. Exact global methods use precise models of 

the environment to calculate an exact solution to the path planning problem, if any 

exists. Such algorithms therefore have high complexity. Heuristic global algorithms 

reduce the complexity of the problem in several ways. The main drawback of these 

planning methods are the extensive pre-computation involved. The potential field 

approach to path planning uses a heuristic algorithm to develop APFs over the envi

ronment. Therefore, the development of the APF requires extensive pre-computation. 

However, such APF development is amenable to parallel distributed processing im

plementations. One particular class of APFs are the grid potentials which are APFs 

constructed over discretized representations of the workspace or configuration space. 

The realization that grid potentials can be developed by parallel distributed process

ing has prompted recent interest in using neural networks for path planning problems.

Park and Lee [11] used feed-forward neural networks to develop collision penalty 

functions for algebraic descriptions of a robot’s environment. Hassoun and Sanghvi [12] 

proposed a neuron-like system with associated computational rules which is capable 

of producing an attractive potential field. Lemmon [13] developed an oscillatory neu

ral field (ONF) which is a cooperative neural field with locally interconnected fixed 

weight connections based on the competitively inhibited neural network (CINN). The
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ONF’s resulting oscillatory behavior is used to develop attractive potentials over a 

two-dimensional workspace for point objects.

Kassirn and Vijaya Kumar [14] proposed a WENN whose behavior is used to de

velop APFs over discretized representations of a moving object’s environment. Rana 

and Zalzala [15] proposed modular neural networks for collision detection among 

multiple robot arms sharing a common workspace. The structure of these neural 

networks is a hybrid between a radial basis function neural network and a multi-layer 

perceptron neural network. This network is used to generate potential fields in the 

configuration space of the robotic arms.

Ralli and Hirzinger [16] used Kohonen’s self organizing feature maps to rep

resent the robot configuration space (C-space, a space enveloping all possible robot 

configurations) by a non-equidistant grid. This is done to keep the C-space resolution 

reasonable with a growing number of degrees of freedom of a robot. Wu et al. [17] pro

posed a modular fuzzy neural network (MFNN) based on the cache genetic learning 

process for path planning.



3. THE WAVE EXPANSION NEURAL NETWORK

Neural networks have emerged in recent years as a powerful tool for solving 

problems which require simultaneous computation because of their parallel structure 

and ability to learn through inter-neuron connections. Path planning in robotics 

clearly falls under this category of problems and, therefore, lends itself to the use of 

neural networks for its solution. The wave expansion neural network (WENN) is used 

in this study to solve the path planning problem.

The WENN resembles other artificial neural networks (ANNs) in some ways 

but in reality is ’’custom-made” for the path-planning problem. The structure of the 

WENN model consists of one neuron for each element of a discretized representation 

of the C-space over which path planning is done. The underlying idea of C-space is 

to represent the robot as a point in an appropriate space and to map the obstacles 

in this space. This mapping transforms the problem of planning the motion of a 

dimensioned object into the problem of planning the motion of a point. A detailed 

discussion of the notion of C-space may be found in Section 4.

The implementation of the WENN is achieved through the wavefront expansion 

approach for developing grid potentials for path planning. In other words, neural 

activity is selectively propagated throughout the WENN from points of excitatory 

activity to the surrounding regions through interactions between active WENN neu

rons and their inactive neighbors. The pattern of neural activity is used to plan an 

optimal path from the start to the goal configuration. Kassim and Vijayakumar first 

developed the WENN methodology and its details can be found in [14]. In this sec

tion, a summary of the structure of the WENN, its dynamics and how path planning 

is done using the WENN is presented. The nomenclature used here is the same as 

that of [14].

3.1. WENN ARCHITECTURE

The WENN field consists of a single layer of locally interconnected neurons 

which is different from other fully-connected ANNs that have considerably more con

nections for the same size. It is so constructed to enable the potential field approach
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to be applied to path planning which is essentially a local method. The single layer 

of neurons is organized in the form of overlapping neighborhoods denoted by v. This 

structure mirrors that of the discretized C-space of the robot over which grid poten

tials need to be developed. WENN neurons have only interconnections with those 

neurons in their respective neighborhoods. These interconnections or synapses enable 

exchange of neural information between neighborhood neurons. WENN neurons are 

therefore affected by only local interactions in their respective neighborhoods.

The position of each neuron as shown in Figure 3.1 in the field corresponding to 

a d-dimensional C is uniquely identified by a dx 1 vector of the form i =  [di, d2, ■ ■■dd\T, 

where d i , . . . ,  d  ̂are integers. The number of neurons n in the v neighborhood of each 

neuron i is called the connectivity of the WENN field and the nu neighborhood of each 

neuron i is denoted by The n neurons in zq are labeled i\ to in and their relative 

ordering is preserved throughout the neural field. The neighborhood of a neuron in 

a WENN field corresponding to a d-dimensional C-space includes some or all of its 

adjacent neighbor neurons. The neighbors of a neuron i are classified according to 

the order of their separation from neuron i. There are d classes of neighbors called 

/c-neighbors where k e[l,d). The fc-neighbors of a neuron i are all those which have 

exactly k coordinates which differ by one and d -  k coordinates which do not differ 

from that of neuron i. The connectivity of the WENN is given by the number of 

neurons that exist in the ^-neighborhood of each neuron. For each neuron i there 

exist n = 2 x d 1-neighbor neurons which are its neighbors and n =  2d d-neighbors 

are its farthest neighbors. The ^-neighborhood of the WENN neuron i is application- 

specific and varies accordingly. The WENN field shown in Figure 3.2 corresponds to 

a two-dimensional C-space and its ^-neighborhood consists of the nearest-neighbor 

neurons, i.e., 1-neighbor neurons.

3.2. POTENTIAL FIELD BASED PATH PLANNING WITH WENN

In the potential field approach to path planning, artificial potential fields are 

used generated and utilized for path planning and obstacle avoidance. In this section, 

the process of developing grid potentials over the C-space of a robot using the WENN 

architecture is discussed. Further, the technique used to compute the physical path
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Xv/ Activations o f neighborhood neurons

Figure 3.1. A WENN Neuron [14]

of the robot from a given start configuration to a goal configuration using these 

potentials is described in detail.

The underlying purpose of the WENN is to generate grid potentials over a dis

cretized C-space of point objects and use the potentials thus developed to find a 

collision-free path from Cinit to Cgoai, where Cinu is the initial robot configuration 

and Cg0ai is the goal robot configuration. This procedure essentially consists of iden

tifying a sequence of adjacent neurons (not necessarily a unique sequence) beginning 

with the neuron corresponding to Cmit and ending in Cgoai. Points corresponding to 

these neurons in the C-space would constitute the physical path for the point object. 

The technique for extending this model to plan paths for two-dimensional polygonal 

objects which can both translate and rotate is described later on in this study. In this
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Figure 3.2. WENN Neighborhood Corresponding To A Two-dimensional C-space [14]

study, a simple attractive potential field (SAPF) WENN is used to generate the grid 

potentials and evolve a collision-free path. Therefore, the path planning methodology 

is described in the ensuing pages from the pespective of a SAPF WENN.

In the SAPF WENN, wavefronts (which are essentially equipotential lines or 

surfaces) are generated beginning at the goal configuration, such that the potential 

gradient at any neuron in the field is used as an ’’attractive force” to guide the object 

to its goal. The activation of a neuron represents its Li or Manhattan distance from
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the goal. Thus the SAPF provides a distance mapping of the workspace it represents 

from a given goal configuration.

3.3. IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS

The details of how neural activity is initiated, propagated and terminated are 

described here. The C-space is mapped to the WENN through its external inputs 

such that the obstacle neurons receive unit-valued inhibitory inputs and only the 

neuron corresponding to the goal configuration receives an unit-valued excitatory 

input. These inputs initialize the states of all the neurons. The state vector of a 

neuron i is given by X t e Rn+l and is defined as

Ai [Xj ... U in̂  . (3.1)

The state vector consists of two parts. The first part is the neuron activation x, 

which is a real number representing the neuron output. The remaining elements are 

the synaptic weights which model the connection strength between each neuron and 

its neighbors. The weight vector associated with a neuron i is denoted by WUt e Rn 

given by

f = [whi ... winl]T. (3.2)

The activations of neuron i’s v neighbors collectively form the n x 1 real vector

X*i = h i  i -  Xini\T- (3-3)

Also associated with each neuron are the inhibitory and excitatory vectors which 

represent the external inputs to it. These vectors are given by

aVi = \aix ... ain on\T, (3.4)

and

h , = [A, -  P in A]7 • (3.5)
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respectively. The first n elements of aUt and (3V% are the inhibitory and excitatory 

inputs from its neighbors, while the remaining elements are the external inhibitory 

and excitatory inputs, respectively.

Initially, the SAPF WENN is stationary, i.e., all its neuron states are zero. Then, 

the goal neuron is agitated via its excitatory input. Thus, the Cgoai neuron becomes 

active with an activation value of one. From this point on, the WENN evolves in 

time and its evolution is described by a set of activation and learning equations.

where j  — 4  and k e [l,n]. Functions / ( . ) ,£ ’(.), P(.) and 14 in the activation and 

learning equations are the inhibitory, excitatory, propagatory and investigatory func

tions respectively. Functions F{.) and G(.) are chosen such that they yield non-zero 

quantities so neuronal activation always increases with time and connection weights 

are non-negative. The activation equation (Equation 3.6) shows the evolution in time 

of the neuronal activation Xi is determined by its own activation, the inhibitions of 

its neighbors, and their activations and connection weights. The learning equations 

(Equations 3.7) show evolution in time of the connection strengths wgi between neu

ron i and its n neighbors is a function of the neuron’s own activation, the inhibitory 

and excitatory inputs to its neighbors. However, this notation is not conducive to 

implementation in a software routine. Therefore, the activation equation is rewritten 

in discrete time as

where xt is the neural activation at the current time step and xf  is the activation at 

the next time step. This equation is further adapted to suit the SAPF approach as

(3.6)

(3.7)

(3.8)

x? = xl +  r(I (x l +cti) + & +  wjiix j +  1) ( 3.9 )
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where r(.) is the unit-ramp function. Likewise, the learning equations for the SAPF 

approach are:

Wji = wji + U(I(xi + at) + Vk(XUi)), (3.10)

where U(.) is the unit-step function. The n learning equations model the evolution 

in time of the n connection weights wtl . . .  u/,n, associated with each neighbor neuron 

j  e vu evolve according to the n learning equations. /(.) is the inhibitory function 

defined as
\ y for £ > 0,

/(C) = ,
0 otherwise

(3.11)

where y is a large negative constant. Vk represents the set of investigatory functions 

that determine the connection weight to be adapted. For the SAPF WENN, they are

1X{k for k = 1,
,*-i (3.12)

VkxVl = xik + /(  E xik) for 1 < k < n.
»=i

The choice of the inhibitory, excitatory, propagatory, investigatory, unit-step 

and ramp functions, in Equations 3.9, 3.10, 3.11 and 3.12, for modeling SAPF 

WENN dynamics is explained as follows: The inhibitory function, unit-step and unit 

ramp functions are chosen so that when a neuron activates or if its inhibitory input is 

non-zero, /( ( )  responds with a large negative value so that the resultant zero responses 

of r(.) and U{.) inhibit the adaptation of the neuron state. The excitatory function 

is simply the excitatory input /?*. Thus, this function is only non-zero at the Cgoai 

neuron so that the latter is the first neuron to activate. The propagatory function 

is chosen so it merely increments the activation of the particular u neighbor neuron 

'’selected ” by Wji. The investigatory functions prioritize the //-neighbors such that 

only the connection associated with the active //-neighbor with the highest priority is 

adapted so that only the corresponding element of WVi is of unit value subsequently.

The algorithm used in the generation of potentials is described schematically 

in Figure 3.3. Initially, the goal neuron is activated, a list of n //-neighbors of the 

goal neuron which are both uninhibited and inactive is created. Each of these n 

//-neighbors adapts its connection weight with the Cgoai neuron through the set of n 

investigatory functions Vk defined in Equation 3.12.
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Figure 3.3. G eneration O f Potentials Using The W EN N

The investigatory functions associated with each neuron i, prioritize its v- 

neighbors such th a t the  n-neighbor neuron i\ has the  highest prio rity  followed by 

neuron i2 and so on un til neuron in which has the lowest priority. Only the connec

tion weight for the neuron selected by this procedure is adapted . Thus, the learning
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equations ensure that each inactive uninhibited SAPF WENN neuron adapts only 

one connection weight so that at most only one of the elements of WUi is non-zero. 

An adapted connection has a weight of unity due to [/(.).

Subsequently, these neurons become active with an activation value of two using 

the propagatory function defined as £  Wji(xj+1). Another list of neurons consisting of 

the ^-neighbors of these neurons is built and the same update cycle is performed. Thus 

neural activity propagates in the form of wavefronts away from the Cgoai avoiding the 

C-obstacles. The technique used to avoid these obstacles in the process of wavefront 

generation is the use of the inhibitory function. When an inhibitory input is non-zero, 

the inhibitory function responds with a large negative value such that the resulting 

zero responses of the ramp and unit step functions in the activation equation inhibits 

the adaptation of the neuron activation and connection weights.

Neural propagation terminates when no further activation takes place. The 

algorithm determines that no further propagation can take place when the list of 

uninhibited and inactive ^-neighbors of the last activated neurons is empty. At this 

point, the SAPF WENN distribution represents the desired grid potential distribution 

over C . The WENN, at this stage, is said to be in equilibrium. In the equilibrium 

state, the activation value or the SAPF potential of a Cjree neuron I is equal to 

one plus the sum of L\ distances between successive Cfree neurons in the sequence 

connecting Cgoai and neuron i. Inactive Cfree neurons correspond to points where 

there are no sequence of neurons to Cgoai-

The path finding algorithm shown in Figure 3.4 is then applied on the SAPF 

WENN in equilibrium. The path to Cgoai is computed by following the steepest 

negative gradient in the potential field distribution from Cmit. The path only exists if 

Cinu has a non-zero activation. The path is optimal in Li metric [14] and is a set of 

adjacent neurons with non-zero activations ending with the Cgoai neuron. The next 

neuron in a path is the Cirnt neuron’s ^-neighbor with the smallest non-zero activation. 

When there is more than one such active neuron, one of them is arbitrarily selected 

to be the next in the path. This process continues until the zero-activation Cgoai 

neuron is reached. The path thus obtained is not necessarily unique but the overall 

path length is the same for all such paths.
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Figure 3.4. Path Finding Algorithm

A major problem in the category of potential held approaches to path planning 

is the existence of local minima away from the goal configuration. This difficulty 

is resolved easily by this approach. The SAPF has no local m inim a because as the 

wavefronts are propagated, the activation of the newly generated wavefronts is always
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greater than that of the previous wavefront in the sequence. Not only does this avoid 

local minima, the resulting path is optimal in L\ metric.

The WENN paradigm has been implemented as an object-oriented software 

routine. The methodology used in the WENN emulation is such that the number of 

computations per cycle i, the cycles required being C, where i e [1,C], depends on

the number of neurons which will turn active in the cycle, n,. So, the total number of
c

computations is of order 0 ( £  rij), i.e., 0 ( N ), where N  is the number of neurons in
i= 1

the WENN. This is clearly faster than the straightforward computer emulation which 

is of order 0 ( N  x C) computations.
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4. M OTION PLANNING  ALGORITHM S A N D  TECHNIQUES

4.1. INTRODUCTION

The key issues involved in motion planning are representing a robot and its 

environment, identifying the appropriate path planning strategy taking into account 

kinematic constraints the robot is subjected to, if any, and the presence of multiple 

moving objects (robots or obstacles) in the workspace. These issues are discussed in 

this section. The discussion is followed by a description of the implementation of the 

planner developed in this study.

This section is divided into six sub-sections; the first sub-section discusses the 

problem of representation of a robot’s environment, the second briefly presents various 

motion planning approaches in the literature and the specific approach employed in 

this study, and the third contains a discussion of kinematic constraints in motion 

planning. The fourth section deals with the problem of multiple moving objects in 

the same workspace. The remaining sections present the implementation details of 

motion planning techniques described in the previous sections.

4.2. REPRESENTATION OF THE ROBOT’S ENVIRONMENT

A robot requires a precise model of the obstacles in its environment before it 

can plan a collision-free motion. In an unknown or a dynamic environment, the robot 

needs to sense the presence of obstacles and respond accordingly. For this purpose, 

sensors, for example, stereo cameras or range sensors based on sonar, infra-red or laser 

light, are used. The data captured by these sensors are often converted into a polyhe

dral representation to save memory space and to speed up subsequent computations. 

Once the information about shapes and configurations of obstacles is acquired, it 

can be represented in a number of ways. Commonly used representations are grid, 

cell tree, polyhedra, constructive solid geometry (CSG) and boundary representation 

(B-rep) described in [2],

The configuration space (C-space) is a key concept used in representing a robot’s 

position in its environment. The underlying idea of C-space is to represent the robot 

as a point in an appropriate space and to map the obstacles in this space. This
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mapping transforms the problem of planning the motion of a dimensioned object into 

the problem of planning the motion of a point. The configuration of a robot is an 

encoding that uniquely defines the placement of the robot in the workspace.

In this study, a combination of the polygonal and grid representation techniques 

is used to represent the obstacles in C-space. The polygonal representation is one 

of the most commonly used ones since many objects can be closely approximated 

with unions of polyhedra. So, both the obstacles and the robot are modeled as 

polygons. In order to plan the optimal motion of the polygonal robot in the presence 

of polygonal obstacles, the problem is transformed into one of finding the path of 

a reference point moving in a transformed environment. The new representation is 

obtained by ” shrinking” the robot into the reference point, while correspondingly 

’’expanding” the obstacles. The resulting expanded obstacles have polygonal shapes 

only when the robot conserves a constant orientation throughout its motion. Each 

expanded obstacle edge corresponds to the contact between an edge of the robot and 

an obstacle vertex, or the contact between a vertex of the robot and an obstacle edge.

When the robot is allowed to rotate, the expanded obstacles become three- 

dimensional regions represented by a stack of convex polygons (C-obstacles) gener

ated by translating and rotating lines explained as follows. Each such convex poly

gon (C-obstacle) is obtained when the robot translates at a fixed orientation while 

maintaining contact with the obstacle. The bounding lines for this C-obstacle are 

generated by two types of contact: A and B. When an edge of the robot slides over 

a vertex of the obstacle, the contact is type A. When a vertex of the robot slides 

over an edge of the obstacle, the contact is type B. In this way, a stack of planar 

C-obstacles is generated for all possible orientations of the robot in [0, 27t). A detailed 

explanation of the techniques and algorithms to generate the expanded obstacles for 

a two-dimensional workspace when the objects are modeled as polygonal regions is 

described by Latombe [1].

The environment thus obtained is partitioned into recti-linear cells and each cell 

is marked as 1 (dark) if it is occupied by an obstacle and 0 (white) if it is not. Since, 

the cell shape and location is independent of the object shape, the cell boundaries do
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not tightly enclose the object. This error can be made small by increasing the number 

of cells. The trade-off here is between increased com putational time and accuracy.

4.3. THE POTENTIAL FIELD TECHNIQUE

Numerous methods have been developed for path planning; some are applicable 

to a wide variety of motion planning problems, whereas others have limited appli

cability. These methods are variations of a few general approaches, viz., skeletal 

decomposition, cell decomposition, potential field and m athem atical programming 

all elaborated in [1], Most classes of motion planning problems can be solved using 

these approaches. These approaches are not mutually exclusive, and a combination 

of them  is often used in developing a motion planner.

In this study, a combination of the cell decomposition and potential field tech

niques is used to plan motion. The procedure employed in this study is described in 

the following subsection. An in-depth discussion of these techniques may be found in 

[!]•
The potential field technique treats the robot represented as a point in C-space 

as a particle moving under the influence of an artificial potential field U whose local 

variations are expected to reflect the ’’structure of the free space” . The potential 

function is typically, but not necessarily, defined over free space as the sum of an 

attractive potential pulling the robot toward the goal configuration and a repulsive 

potential pushing the robot away from the obstacles. Motion planning is performed 

in an iterative fashion. At each iteration, the artificial force F (q) =  — V  U(q) 
induced by the potential function a t the current configuration is regarded as the most 

promising direction of motion, and path generation proceeds along this direction 

by some increment. Here, V U(q)  represents the gradient vector of U and U(q) 
represents the potential function as a function of the configuration q. Although the 

potential field technique was originally developed as an on-line collision avoidance 

approach, applicable when the robot does not have a prior model of the obstacles 

but senses them during motion execution, the idea underlying this technique can be 

combined with graph-search techniques. Then using a prior model of the workspace, 

it can be turned into a systematic motion planning approach.
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The C-space is first discretized into a rectangloid grid QC. Each configuration in 

QC is labeled ”0” if it lies in free space and ” 1” otherwise. The subset of configurations 

labeled ”0” is denoted by QCfree. It is assumed that both qinit and q goai belong to 

QCfree. A simple navigation function U is the Lx distance, also called M anhattan 

distance, to the goal in QCjree. First, the value of U is set to 0 at qgoai- Next, it is 

set to 1 at every 1-neighbor of q goai in QC, then to 2 at every 1-neighbor of these new 

configurations (if it has not been computed yet) and so on. The algorithm terminates 

when the entire subset of QCfree accessible from qgoai has been fully explored. The 

algorithm computes U only in the connected subset of QCfree that contains qgoai- 

Hence, if U (q;nit ) has not been computed by the algorithm, it is immediately known 

that no free path connects qinit to q90a( at the resolution of the grid.

A more formal expression of the above algorithm is given by the following 

pseudo-code.

procedure NF1; 

begin

for every q  in QCfree do U (q) M; [M is a large number]

U (qgoai) 0; insert qgoal in L0;

[L{, i =  0 ,1 , . . . ,  is a list of configurations; it is initially empty] 

for i =  0 ,1 , . . . ,  until Lt is empty do 

for every q  in Li do

for every 1-neighbor q ' of q in QCfree do 

if U(q') =  M  then 

begin

U(q') 4 - i  +  l;

insert q' at the end of Li+X;

end;

end;

The pseudo-code describes how grid potentials are generated by maintaining 

lists of configurations. Initially, the current list consists of just the goal configuration 

at zero potential. Then, each free 1-neighbor of the goal configuration is added to the 

next list and its potential is incremented by one. The next list subsequently becomes
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the current list. This process continues until the current list is empty. The distribution 

of potentials thus obtained gives the potential field m apping of the workspace. The 

planner implemented in this study uses the navigation function com puted by NF1 

with a first-search of the  grid QC for a polygonal robot th a t bo th  translates and 

rotates in W  =  3?2 am ong polygonal obstacles.

4.4. KINEM ATIC CONSTRAINTS

K inem atic constraints constitute an im portant issue in m otion planning. These 

constraints either affect the definition of the ro b o t’s C-space or restrict the geometry of 

feasible free paths. Accordingly, they are classified into holonomic and  non-holonomic 

constraints. The subsections below describe the nature  of these constraints with 

examples.

4.4.1. Holonomic Constraints : C onstraints th a t affect the definition of a robo t’s 

C-space are called holonomic constraints. While they reduce the size of the C-space in 

which m otion-planning is performed, they do not raise new issues in planning. These 

constraints can be further classified into equality and inequality constraints.

Equality constraints have the effect of reducing the num ber of dimensions of the 

C-space. For example, imposing th a t a rigid planar object keep a constant orientation 

may be regarded as a holonomic constraint which reduces the o b jec t’s C-space from 

5R3 to  !R2. A rticulated  robots provide another example of an holonomic equality 

constraint. Consider a p lanar two-joint m anipulator arm  which consists of two links 

A\ and A2. A x is connected to the workspace by a revolute join t. A 2 is connected 

to A\  by a prism atic join t. The first jo int imposes two constrain ts th a t Ax can 

only purely ro ta te  but cannot translate  in the workspace. The second joint imposes 

additional constraints on the position and orientation of A 2 relative to  A x. These four 

constraints thus reduce the actual C-space to a two dimensional one even though the 

composite C-space is six.

Inequality constraints determ ine a subset of C  bu t of the same dimension. The 

constraints imposed by the obstacles may be considered to be of th is form. This is 

because obstacles have the effect of reducing the num ber of configurations motion is 

planned in w ithout reducing the dimension of the C-space. Reducing the permissible
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orientations of a polygonal robot to a prescribed range provides another example of 

the holonomic inequality constraint,

4.4.2. Non-Holonomic Constraints : On the other hand, constraints affecting 

the motion of a car-like robot (no sideways movement and turning radius bounded), 

form another category of kinematic constraints called non-holonomic contraints. Car

like robots can move forward and backward, and can make turns. They can occupy 

all positions and orientations in a plane but cannot move sidewise and are limited 

in their ability to make turns due to mechanical stops in the steering gear. Such 

constraints do not reduce the dimension of the C-space but restrict the feasible paths 

from start to goal and hence are much harder to deal with.

4.5. MULTIPLE MOVING OBJECTS

In this section, approaches to path planning when a number of robots move 

in the same workspace among stationary obstacles are considered. The robots move 

independent of each other, but they must avoid collision with one another while doing 

so. In other words, no two robots should occupy the same space at the same time. 

The problem here, therefore, is to simultaneously plan the collision free motions of 

all the robots from their initial configurations to their goal configurations.

Two major categories of approaches to this problem exist: centralized planning 

and decoupled planning. Centralized planning involves planning the coordinated 

paths of multiple robots in their composite configuration space. The composite C- 

space is the C-space formed by the union of the individual configuration spaces of the 

robots. This approach allows one to use the planning approaches discussed earlier. 

However, the practical difficulty with this approach category is tha t it yields methods 

whose time complexity is high even though the solution is always obtained if one 

exists.

One way to reduce the computational complexity of the multi-robot path plan

ning problem is to use decoupled planning. In this approach category, the plan for 

each robot is computed independent of the other robots and consider how these paths
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relate. The trade-off for reduction in complexity is loss of completeness. However, 

decoupled planning may fail to yield a solution even if one exists.

4.6. IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS

The sub-sections below describe in detail the use of techniques and algorithms 

outlined in the preceding sections to implement the motion planner developed in this 

study. The first two sub-sections discuss path planning in the presence of kinematic 

constraints. The third subsection outlines how path coordination is used in this study 

to perform motion planning for multiple robots.

4.6.1. Path Planning With Holonomic Constraints : In the holonomic planner, 

the robot is modeled as a rectangle (but any other polygon would also be acceptable) 

moving in the horizontal plane. The configuration of the robot by (x,y,9)  e R 2 x 

[0, 27t), where x and y are the coordinates of the center of the rectangle in a fixed 

world coordinate system, and 9 is the angle between the x-axis of the world and 

the longitudinal axis (axis parallel to the longer side) of the rectangle. The space 

C -  9?2 x [0, 27r) is the C-space of the robot. The known obstacles in the workspace 

are modeled by their 2D projections onto the horizontal plane. A configuration is free 

if the robot at this configuration intersects no obstacle.

A fine regular grid QC is thrown across C. The translational increments along 

the x and y axes have equal length. The angular increment along the 6 axis is nor

malized, so that a rotation of the robot about its center by an angular increment 

causes a maximal displacement of its vertices approximately equal to one transla

tional increment. The initial and goal configurations are approximated to the nearest 

configurations in the grid.

The path is constructed as a sequence of free discretized configurations such that 

any two consecutive configurations are neighbors in the grid. The full neighborhood 

is used, i.e., a configuration has up to eighteen neighbors whose computation takes 

the fact that 9 is defined as modulo 2ir into account. The grid QC is searched for 

a path in a best-first fashion using a potential field defined over the C-space as the 

heuristic function.
In the present implementation, collision checking is performed by pre-computing 

the obstacle region (C-obstacle) in QC. This is done by restricting the shape of the
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obstacles to polygons. The C-obstacle corresponding to a convex polygon when the 

rectangular robot moves at a fixed orientation is computed as described in Section

4.2. For each discretized orientation of the robot, polygonal C-obstacles are drawn 

and filled in a bitmap. Ultimately, a 3D bitmap with 0’s for free configurations of QC 

and l ’s for non-free ones is obtained. Also, in order that the robot does not graze 

the obstacles in its motion it is imposed that a configuration be free as well as its 

neighbors.

The C-space constructed is mapped onto the WENN through its external inputs 

such that the WENN neurons that correspond to points in Cfree are the uninhibited 

neurons and those corresponding to the C-obstacles are given inhibitory inputs. Neu

ral activity is initiated at the neuron corresponding to the goal configuration, wave- 

fronts generated and the path of steepest descent followed as described in Section 

3.

4.6.2. Path Planning W ith Non-Holonomic Constraints : The non-holonomic 

planner takes the free path produced by the holonomic planner and transforms it into 

a feasible path. The method consists of successively substituting feasible sub-paths for 

portions of the input path until the entire path is feasible. First, the non-holonomic 

planner attem pts to replace the full path by a feasible one drawn from a pre-defined 

collection of parameterized feasible paths. If the feasible path is free of collisions, it is 

returned as a solution path. Otherwise, the input path is divided into two sub-paths 

of equal length, and each sub-path is treated recursively in the same way.

The collection of feasible paths considered at every step of the method consists 

of up to 48 types of curves, which are called Reeds and Shepp (RS) curves and 

described in [1]. These paths are computed between the two end points of a non- 

feasible sub-path that is currently considered. Every RS curve is a sequence of 3 to 

5 segments, each produced by setting the steering angle to 0 (straight segment) or 

to one of its two extremal values (spiral segment) and contains atmost 2 reversals. 

The RS curves between two given configurations are such tha t at least one of them 

produces a shortest curve between the initial and goal positions of the center of the 

rectangular robot. In addition, given a path lying in an open subset S  of the C-space, 

one can always decompose this path into a finite number of sub-paths such that the 

shortest RS curve joining the end points of these sub-paths are fully contained in S.
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The construction of a feasible path by the non-holonomic planner is based on this 

property. At every step, the non-holonomic planner replaces a non-feasible sub-path 

by the shortest RS curve joining the end points of these sub-paths, if this RS curve 

is free of collision, and sub-divides the non-feasible path, otherwise.

In this transformation, the WENN is used as a collision checker for each non- 

holonomic path generated. If collision occurs, the holonomic path is further sub

divided. The RS curves are generated for each sub-path, collision is checked using 

WENN and so on until no collisions occur.

The path thus obtained is not optimal though. In order to optimize the feasible 

path, one may randomly select two configurations in it and attem pt to join them by 

the shortest RS curves. If this curve is not collision-free, the sub-path joining the two 

configurations is divided into two sub-paths of equal lengths. At the end a shorter 

feasible path is obtained; this process can be repeated multiple times, depending on 

the time available for path planning.

4.6.3. Coordination Of Multiple Car-Like Robots : Path coordination is a decou

pled planning approach which uses a scheduling algorithm to achieve a collision-free 

path plan for multiple robots moving in the presence of obstacles. For a two-robot 

system, the scheduling algorithm starts bv computing a coordination space. Each 

configuration in this space is denoted by where i and j  denote the previously

planned paths. The dimension of this space is equal to two, the number of robots. 

The size of each dimension is equal to the number of points in the robot’s path. 

Therefore, the size of the coordination space is equal to rq x rq where ?q denotes the 

number of points in the ith robot’s path.

In this approach, each robot’s path is visualized as a parameterized line and each 

line now represents an axis in the workspace. The goal is to get from the starting point 

of the workspace (0,0) (which denotes the initial configurations of the two robots) to 

the end point on each line (rii — 1, — 1) (this denotes the goal configurations of the

two robots).

The first step in executing the coordination plan is to compute all the points in 

this space where any of the robots are in collision with each other. That is, for each 

point in a given robot’s path, it is verified if the robot considered collides with either 

of the other two robots at any point in their paths. In order to check for collision
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between two robots, a heuristic is employed. The robots are represented by their 

bounding circles and collision between the bounding circles is verified. Thus, if the 

sum of radii is greater than the distance between the centers of the circles, collision 

is said to have occurred. If this is so, then the corresponding region of the two robot 

configuration space is marked as an obstacle. Thus a coordination diagram is built 

by checking for collision between the robots for each point in a robot’s path. It must 

be noted that additional completeness is given up, since a free path might exist in 

the area being bounded by the circle.

The second step is to construct a free schedule, i.e., a schedule that does not 

traverse the obstacle region. After computing the obstacles, the WENN is used to 

plan a path through this coordination space which defines a path for the two robots. 

The coordination algorithm, as mentioned earlier, sacrifices completeness. There are 

two ways in which it can fail to find a coordinated plan:

1. This method could lead to a collision being found where there is none, and thus 

disregard points tha t could be used to form a final coordinated path.

2. This method doesn’t deal with the case where the robots’ paths run directly 

into each other. For example, two robots are facing each other and moving in 

a straight line towards each other. In general, only paths tha t do not require 

robots to move out of each other’s way can be planned.
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5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIO N

A software package has been developed in the C + +  language on the UNIX 

platform which consists of 4 modules: C-obstacle generator; WENN; path converter; 

and path viewer. The MATLAB software is used to display the workspace with 

obstacles and the physical collision-free path of the robot from the start to goal 

configuration.

5.1. HOLONOMIC PATH PLANNER

Results are presented in this section for three cases.

1. Case 1 discusses the path planning for a point robot.

2. Case 2 deals with path planning for a rectangular robot which purely translates 

at a fixed orientation.

3. Case 3 discusses planning for a rectangular robot which both  translates and 

rotates freely.

For all the above cases, the physical workspace information including the workspace 

limits, number of polygonal obstacles in the workspace, coordinates of vertices of each 

of these polygons, the number of robots and the coordinates of the robot’s vertices 

are presented as a formatted file to the C-obstacle generator. This file is formatted 

into three sections. The first section contains the workspace bounds and is described 

by the coordinates of the bottom left and top right corners of the workspace. The 

second section contains information about the obstacles in the workspace. The num

ber, shape and coordinates of vertices of the polygonal obstacles in the workspace are 

described in this section. The third section contains robot specific information. The 

number of robots, their shapes and vertex coordinates are listed. The following is an 

example format.

Workspace:

xmin xmax

vnun vmax
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Obstacles:

2 -  Number of obstacles 

Triangle -  Type of obstacle 

x l y l -  Vertex 1

x2 y2 -  Vertex2

x3 y3 -  Vertex3

Rectangle -  Type of obstacle 

x l y l -  Vertexl

x2 v2 -  Vertex2

x3 v3 -  Vertex3

x4 y4 -  Vertex4

Robot:

1 -  Number of robots 

Rectangle -  Type of robot 

x l y l - Vertexl

x2 y2 -  Vertex2

x3 y3 -  Vertex3

x4 y4 -  Vertex4

The C-obstacle generator program uses the above information to generate the 

C-space formulation of the motion planning problem where the robot is a polygon 

moving among obstacles modeled as polygonal regions. In the case of a point robot, 

however, the C-obstacles are the same as the physical obstacles in the workspace. In 

other words, the C-space and the physical workspace are exactly the same.

The workspace information for all the examples in this section, shown in Fig

ure 5.1, is as follows:

Workspace

0.0 28.0 

0.0 28.0

Obstacles

3
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Figure 5.1. Workspace Representation For Holonomic Path Planner
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The resolution used for cell decomposition is 0.5 and the size of the workspace used 

is 28 x 28 units. Therefore, the C-obstacle generator creates a 56 x 56 bitmap. In 

this section, the obstacle shown in gray will be referred to as obstacle 1, the obstacle 

in black as obstacle 2 and the obstacle in white as obstacle 3.

The robot information for the point robot is as follows:

Robot

1

Rectangle 

. 01 - . 0 1  

. 01 . 01 

- . 0 1  . 01 

- . 0 1 - . 0 1

But the robot information for the polygonal robot is as follows:

Robot

1

Rectangle 

.98 -.48

.98 .48

-.98 .48

-.98 -.48

5.1.1. Case 1 - Point Robot : The C-obstacle generator program uses the cell 

decomposition approach to resolve the workspace into a set of independent cells based 

on the given resolution. Then, each cell is tested for whether it is inside or outside 

a C-obstacle. The cell is marked as 1 if it is occupied by an obstacle or else marked 

as 0. Thus the entire C-space is represented as a two or three dimensional grid of l ’s 

and 0’s or, in other words, a stack of bitmaps.

The bitm ap thus generated is mapped into the WENN which has a two-dimensional 

array of neurons. The start and goal positions and orientations of the robot are also
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supplied to the WENN which, then, generates the wavefronts and hence a potential 

field representation of the C-space. The path planner which is incorporated into the 

WENN identifies the neurons which correspond to each position of the point robot in 

its path from the start to the goal position. It further generates the physical path as 

a sequence of positions from start to goal. This sequence of positions corresponds to 

the shortest path. For the example considered, the start and goal x and y coordinates 

are (2.75, 4.25) and (23.75, 25.25). The collision free path is shown in Figure 5.2.

The path generated represents the shortest L x distance from start to goal. This 

path is not unique because there exist alternative paths with the same physical path 

length. In other words, no path exists from start to goal which is shorter than the 

generated path. The point robot essentially follows the direction of steepest descent 

of cell activations to avoid obstacles and achieve its goal configuration. Initially, the 

robot moves diagonally to the right until it encounters obstacle 3 to its right. Then, 

it moves upward until it encounters a free diagonal cell to its right and above which 

has the least neighborhood activation. The point robot ’’chooses” the diagonal cell 

and moves to the right until it ’’sees” obstacle 2. Then, it proceeds diagonally until 

it encounters obstacle 2. The robot, then, proceeds upwards and maneuvers itself 

around the top left corner of obstacle 2. It proceeds to its right until it is lined 

up diagonally with its goal configuration and moves diagonally to achieve its goal 

position.

5.1.2. Case 2 - Holonomically Constrained Polygonal Robot : If the robot is 

modeled as a polygon, and if it is required to maintain a fixed orientation from its start 

configuration to the goal configuration, a holonomic equality constraint is imposed 

on it. In this example, the rectangular robot is constrained to move with 9 — 20°.

The C-obstacle Generator takes the workspace bounds, list of obstacles and the 

size information of the robot as its inputs, and generates an enlarged two-dimensional 

representation of the obstacle space of the system using techniques described in Sec

tion 4.2. Thus it transforms the path planning problem to a point robot moving 

in the presence of polygonal obstacles in 2D space. For the given workspace, the C- 

space representation is shown in Figure 5.3. The C-obstacle generator and the WENN
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Figure 5.2. Case 1 - Collision Free Shortest Path  For A Point Robot Moving Amongst 
Obstacles
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Figure 5.3. Case 2 - C-space Representation For Holonomically Constrained Robot
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module identify the physical path of the robot from start to goal. The reference point 

chosen here is the geometric center of the rectangle. The collision free path is shown 

in Figure 5.4.

The WENN path solver generates a path tha t causes the robot to scrape the 

obstacles. This is because the simple attractive potential field does not incorporate 

information about the proximity of obstacles to the robot. This problem may be 

resolved by adding an extra ’’protective” layer to the obstacles before generating 

the potential field. The path shown in Figure 5.4 was generated with the ’’pseudo” 

obstacles and hence the robot does not graze the obstacles.

5.1.3. Case 3 - Polygonal Robot Translating And Rotating Freely : This case 

corresponds to imposing no holonomic constraints on the robot, meaning the robot 

may translate and rotate freely as it proceeds from start to goal configuration. The 

9 increment for the robot is 20° which means tha t the robot may have 18 possible 

orientations from 0° to 360°. Here, the C-obstacle generator applies the obstacle 

enlargement technique iteratively to each of the robot’s 18 possible orientations and 

generates a stack of 18 56 x 56 bitmaps, one bitmap for each orientation.

The WENN architecture, in contrast to the previous case, is three dimensional 

because the robot is free to translate and rotate. As a result, compared to the previous 

cases, this is computationally intensive since the potential field has to be generated 

over a three-dimensional network of neurons.

Figure 5.5 represents three C-obstacles in 3? x [0, 2n) for a 2x1 rectangular robot 

moving in the workspace shown in Figure 5.1. Figure 5.6 represents the final physical 

path of the rectangular robot from its start to goal configuration. The arrow depicted 

on the geometric center of the robot represents the forward direction. In Figure 5.5, 

each cross section at a fixed 6 is a convex polygon, the C-obstacle in 3?2 when the 

robot translates at this fixed orientation. The boundary of each of the C-obstacles is 

made of a stack of faces each of which is generated by a type A or type B contact.

Since, the robot is free to translate and rotate in this case, it maneuvers itself 

between obstacles 1 and 2 by executing an anti-clockwise turn. Finally, it executes 

a clockwise turn to achieve its goal configuration. This is contrast to the robot in 

Case 2 which is subject to a fixed orientation holonomic constraint and therefore is 

not free to execute turns.
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Figure 5.4. Case 2 - Physical Collision-free Path  Of Holonomically Constrained Robot

Figure 5.5. Case 3 - C-space Representation For Robot W ith No Holonomic Con
straints
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Figure 5.6. Case 3 - Collision Free Shortest P a th  For Robot W ith  No Holonomic 
Constraints

5.2. NON-HQLONOMIC PATH PLANNER

5.2.1. Approach : The constraints th a t arise for a car-like robot include no 

sideways movement and a lower bound on the turning radius. These constraints are 

difficult to model in the C-space representation. Therefore, the  approach adopted is to 

convert the holonomic path obtained in the previous section into a  feasible path. The 

non-holonomic path planner used takes the free pa th  produced by the holonomic path 

planner and converts it into a feasible path for a car-like robot. This is accomplished 

by substitu ting feasible paths for portions of the input path until the entire path is 

feasible. In this implementation, the WENN is used as a collision checker for each 

such feasible path.

Although the resulting non-holonomic path is piecewise optim al, the overall path 

obtained is not optimal. In order to optimize the feasible path  one may randomly
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select two configurations in it and attem pt to join them  by the shortest RS curves. If 

this curve is not collision free, it is decomposed into two paths of equal lengths. This 

process may be repeated multiple times, depending on the tim e available for path 

planning. At the end a shorter feasible path is obtained.

5.2.2. Case 4 - Polygonal Robot W ith Non-Holonomic Constraints : The fourth 

case simulated is th a t of a polygonal robot with non-holonomic constraints. The 

converted path for the holonomic path shown in the previous section is shown in 

Figure 5.7. In the example shown, the lower bound on the turning radius is 1 unit. 

The path shown in Figure 5.7 is obtained by taking portions of the holonomic path 

shown in Figure 5.6 and replacing them using techniques described in Section 4.6 with 

car-like paths. This is done iteratively until the feasible path is collision free. Thus, in 

Figure 5.7 it is seen th a t the robot executes only car-like motions unlike the previous 

cases, i.e., there’s no sideways movement and the turning radius is lower bounded. 

Initially, the robot steers itself to its left and upwards and a tta ins an intermediate 

configuration clear of obstacle 3. Then, it proceeds diagonally to a configuration 

between obstacles 1 and 2. Subsequently, it makes a left tu rn  and maneuvers itself 

beyond obstacles 1 and 2 until it is emerges clear. Following this, it makes a right 

turn and attains its goal configuration. Since the robot is constrained to be car-like, 

it takes a path closer to obstacle 2 than the robot in Case 3.

5.3. PATH PLANNING OF MULTIPLE ROBOTS

5.3.1. Path Coordination : The methodology for path coordination is verified 

by simulating the coordination of three square robots of side 5 units moving in an 

environment size 100 x 100. The larger environment is chosen so as to accomodate 

multiple robots and provide for gradual introduction of obstacles. Further, this serves 

to illustrate clearly how the robots coordinate m utually to avoid collision between 

themselves and the obstacles. Three robots are chosen in the following examples 

because the neural network used to generate the wavefronts and compute the paths 

is a three-dimensional WENN which scales over the environment with obstacles.

Initially, the coordination is done in an obstacle-free environment. Later, obsta

cles are introduced in such a manner the robots have to dynamically coordinate their
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Figure 5.7. Case 4 - Collision Free Path For Car-like Robot

paths such th a t one or more robots has to wait for the other before proceeding. The 

initial and goal configurations are the same in all these cases. The are as follows:

1. Robot 1: (20,80,0) to (70,80,0)

2. Robot 2: (70,80,0) to (45,30,0)

3. Robot 3: (45,30,0) to (20,80,0)

The goal configuration of robot i is the initial configuration of robot (i mod 3) +  l 

where z =  1 . . .  3. While collision avoidance can be seen in the simulation, it cannot be 

shown on a two-dimensional plot. To visualize the paths and show collision avoidance, 

a three-dimensional plot is presented. The positions of the robots are plotted at each 

discrete tim e instant until all the robots have attained their goal configurations. Thus, 

the path of each of the robots is shown as a stack of polygons. Collision avoidance is 

seen by noting when two robots occupy the same position a t different time instants,
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they occur one below the other on the plot. Also, the time taken to execute the plan 

is also seen by the highest value of time plotted. Vertical stacks in the plot indicate 

the robot does not change position at those time instants.

Since the robots considered are car-like robots, they cannot execute sideways 

motion. So, robots 2 and 3 initially execute turns so as to  align their ’’wheels” 

along the straight line joining their respective start and goal (or interm ediate goal) 

configurations. Subsequently, they travel along their respective straight line paths 

to the goal (or intermediate goal) positions steering away from obstacles (if any). 

Once they a tta in  their goal positions, they re-orient themselves to achieve their goal 

configurations.

5.3.2. Case 5 - Multiple Robots Moving Amongst No Obstacles : Figure 5.8 

shows the initial configurations of three robots moving in the  absence of obstacles. 

Figure 5.9 shows the physical robot paths in two-dimensions and Figure 5.10 displays 

the coordinated motions of the robots. The actions th a t occur can be described as 

follows:

1. Robot 3 orients its wheels along the straight line joining its s ta rt and goal 

configurations. Then, the robot moves from its start to  goal and stops a few 

steps before its goal configuration. Robots 1 and 2 are stationary  while robot 3 

moves.

2. Robot 2 orients its wheels along the straight line joining its s ta rt and goal 

configurations. Then, it moves from its s ta rt configuration and attains goal 

position, and orients itself to the goal configuration.

3. Robot 1 moves from sta rt to goal and stops a few steps before its goal.

4. Robot 3 a ttains goal position and orients itself to the goal configuration.

5. Robot 1 a ttains its goal configuration.

In Figure 5.10 the stack of polygons representing the pa th  of robot 3 apparently 

overlaps those of robot 1. In reality, in the three-dimensional view of this figure, it 

can be seen robot 3’s path is ’’above” tha t of robot 1. This occurs because robot 3 

waits until robot 1 moves from its start position to a tta in  its goal position.
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Figure 5.8. Case 5 - Initial Workspace Configuration
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5.3.3. Case 6 - M ultiple Robots Moving Amongst One Obstacle : One obstacle 

is introduced in the straight line path  between the initial configurations of robots 2 

and 3 as shown in Figure 5.11. Figure 5.12 shows the physical robot paths in two 

dimensions and Figure 5.13 displays the coordinated motions of the robots. The 

resulting motions are described as follows:

1. Robot 3 orients its wheels along the straight line joining its s ta rt and goal 

configurations. Then, the robot moves from its s ta rt to goal and stops a few 

steps before its goal configuration. Robots 1 and 2 are stationary  while robot 3 

moves.

2. Robot 2 orients its wheels along the straight line joining its  s ta rt and an inter

m ediate goal configuration close to the obstacle introduced. Once it achieves its 

interm ediate goal configuration, it re-orients its wheels along the straight line
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Figure 5.9. Case 5 - Physical Paths In Two Dimensions

joining the interm ediate goal and final goal configurations. Then, it moves along 

this line and attains goal position, and orients itself to the goal configuration.

3. Robot 1 moves from sta rt to goal and stops a few steps before its goal.

4. Robot 3 a tta ins goal position and orients itself to the goal configuration.

5. Robot 1 a ttains its goal configuration.

Thus, the robots successfully avoid collision between themselves and robot 3 

evades the obstacle introduced to achieve its goal configuration. Robot 3 achieves 

this in two steps.

1. An interm ediate goal configuration between its start and goal configurations is 

identified and attained.

2. Then, the goal configuration is attained from the interm ediate configuration.
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Figure 5.10. Case 5 - Coordinated paths in tim e

5.3.4. Case 7 - Multiple Robots Moving Amongst Two Obstacles : Two obsta

cles are introduced as shown in Figure 5.14. The intent of this configuration is to 

test the ability of the planner to  coordinate the motions of robots 2 and 3 so they 

avoid collision. Figure 5.15 shows the physical robot paths in two-dimensions and 

Figure 5.16 displays the coordinated motions of the robots. The resulting motions 

are described as follows:

1. Robot 3 identifies two intermediate goal configurations between its start and 

goal configurations close to  the second obstacle introduced. Robot 3 orients 

its wheels along the straight line joining its s ta rt and the first intermediate 

goal configuration. Once it achieves its first interm ediate goal configuration, it 

re-orients its wheels along the straight line joining the first and second interme

diate goal configurations. Subsequently, it proceeds to the second intermediate
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Figure 5.11. Case 6 - Initial Workspace Configuration

configuration. Then, the robot moves from its second intermediate goal config

uration to goal and stops a few steps before its goal configuration. Robots 1 

and 2 are stationary while robot 3 moves.

2. Robot 2 orients its wheels along the straight line joining its start and an in

termediate goal configuration close to the first obstacle introduced. Once it 

achieves its intermediate goal configuration, it re-orients its wheels along the 

straight line joining the intermediate goal and final goal configurations. Then, 

it moves along this line and attains goal position, and orients itself to the goal 

configuration.

3. Robot 1 moves from start to goal and stops a few steps before its goal.

4. Robot 3 attains goal position and orients itself to the goal configuration.

5. Robot 1 attains its goal configuration.
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Figure 5.12. Case 6 - Physical Paths In Two Dimensions

The non-holonomic path planner used takes the free path produced by the holo- 

nomic path planner for robot 3 and converts it into a feasible path for a car-like robot. 

This feasible path consists of three portions which accounts for the two intermediate 

goal configurations for robot 3. It can be seen this is a sub-optimal path. If this 

conversion process is repeated multiple times, overall optimality can be improved.

5.3.5. Case 8 - Multiple Robots Moving Amongst Three Obstacles : One addi

tional obstacle is introduced as shown in Figure 5.17. The intent of this configuration 

is to further test the ability of the planner to coordinate the motions of robots 1, 

2 and 3 so they avoid collision both amongst themselves and with the obstacles as 

seen in Figure 5.18. Figure 5.19 displays the coordinated motions of the robots. The 

resulting motions are described as follows:

1. Robot 3 identifies two intermediate goal configurations between its start and 

goal configurations close to the second obstacle introduced. Robot 3 orients its
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Figure 5.13. Case 6 - Coordinated Paths In Time

wheels along the straight line joining its s ta rt and the first interm ediate goal 

configuration. Once it achieves its intermediate goal configuration, it re-orients 

its wheels along the straight line joining the first and second interm ediate goal 

configurations. Subsequently, it proceeds to the second intermediate configu

ration. Then, the robot moves from its second interm ediate goal configuration 

to goal and stops a few steps before its goal configuration. Robots 1 and 2 are 

stationary while robot 3 moves.

2. Robot 2 orients its wheels along the straight line joining its start and an in

term ediate goal configuration close to the first obstacle introduced. Once it 

achieves its intermediate goal configuration, it re-orients its wheels along the 

straight line joining the intermediate goal and final goal configurations. Then, 

it moves along this line and attains goal position, and orients itself to the goal 

configuration.
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Figure 5.14. Case 7 - Initial Workspace Configuration

3. Robot 1 identifies two intermediate goal configurations between its start and 

goal configurations close to the third obstacle introduced. R obot 1, then, orients 

its wheels along the straight line joining its start and the first intermediate 

goal configuration. Once it achieves its interm ediate goal configuration, it re

orients its wheels along the straight line joining the first and second intermediate 

goal configurations. Then, the robot moves from its second intermediate goal 

configuration to  goal and stops a few steps before its goal configuration.

4. Robot 3 attains goal position and orients itself to the goal configuration.

5. Robot 1 moves along the straight line joining its second interm ediate goal and 

final goal configurations and attains goal position, and orients itself to the goal 

configuration.
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Figure 5.15. Case 7 - Physical Paths In Two Dimensions

In Figure 5.19 the stack of polygons representing the path of robot 3 apparently 

overlaps those of robot 1 in one region of the plot. This is also seemingly apparent 

between the paths of robots 1 and 2 in another region. However, in the three di

mensional view of this figure, it can be seen robot l ’s path is at a lower plane and is 

’’behind” that of robot 1 in the plot and therefore their paths do not collide. This is 

also true of the paths of robots 1 and 2 in the other region they seem to overlap.
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Figure 5.16. Case 7 - Coordinated Paths In Time
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Figure 5.17. Case 8 - Initial Workspace Configuration
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Figure 5.18. Case 8 - Physical Paths In Two Dimensions
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Figure 5.19. Case 8 - Coordinated Paths In Time
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6. CONCLUDING R EM A R K S

The goal of this study was to combine neural network techniques and motion 

planning algorithms to  create a new methodology for coordinating the motion of mul

tiple car-like robots avoiding collision in a work environment with polygonal obstacles. 

This goal was achieved and verified through a software package consisting of multi

ple modules each performing a distinct function of motion planning. A step-by-step, 

incremental technique was used to develop this methodology. First, a point robot 

moving in the presence of obstacles was considered. Second, the problem of path 

planning for a polygonal robot was addressed. Third, holonomic and non-holonomic 

constraints were imposed on the robot and the method was further refined. Finally, 

the coordinated motion of multiple car-like robots was considered. This was achieved 

by additional refinement of the methodology by incorporating the concept of coordi

nation space.

Scope for future work on this methodology includes path planning for three- 

dimensional robots and obstacles. Also, a detailed investigation to improve the trade

off between completeness and number of computations may be undertaken. The 

feasiblity of this methodology can also be studied for planning the motion of different 

classes of robots (e.g. robots with multiple moving arms). Coordination of more than 

three robots may also be studied through use of n dimensional C-spaces, where n is 

greater than  three.
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